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Overview Questions
● What are pretrained foundation models?
● How can pretrained foundation models be improved?
● What is in-context learning, and are models truly learning at test-time?
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Agenda
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GPT-3: https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165 
Llama 2: https://arxiv.org/abs/2307.09288 

In-context Learning: https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.02080 
How does ICL work?: https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.12837 

- (Brown et al.): GPT-3
- (Touvron et al.): Llama 2
- (Xie et al.): In-context Learning as Implicit Bayesian Inference
- (Min et al.): What Makes In-Context Learning Work?

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165
https://arxiv.org/abs/2307.09288
https://arxiv.org/abs/2111.02080
https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.12837


Agenda
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- (Brown et al.): GPT-3
- (Touvron et al.): Llama 2
- (Xie et al.): In-context Learning as Implicit Bayesian Inference
- (Min et al.): What Makes In-Context Learning Work?



What are pretrained foundation models?

5https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165


Background
Timeline of models:

(1) Word vectors: Optimize similarity between words that appear near each other

(2) Recurrent Neural Networks and LSTMs: Slow training, gradient explosion

(3) Transformer Models: Fast training, but task-specific (e.g. BERT)

Task-specific models have poor generalization and require copious amounts of 
task-specific human annotated data. 

Why train several task-specific models, when instead we could train one task-agnostic 
model to learn from unlabeled internet data?
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Most tasks “reduce” to text completion
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GPT-3 Main Claims
1. We can train excellent models with unlabeled data. But how will these work?

2. Generalist model with in-context learning > Aggressive fine-tuning
a. Allows easy adaptation to novel use-cases

b. Supported on larger data distribution

3. Favorable performance scaling laws with compute should persist

Vision: A single, reusable model that generalizes across domains.
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Few Shot Learning
● “Shots” = Number of examples in prompt at inference time

○ “Zero-shot” = Question asked without examples shown

● Few-shot is a range of number of examples
○ The number chosen is dependent on the context windows of the language model 

○ No weight updates occur

● Goal is to train a generalist model and use few-shot learning to coax 

performance on benchmarks

9



Few Shot Learning
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Note scaling laws.
Prior to this paper, no model 
as large as 175B existed!



GPT-3 Model Architecture: Broad Overview
● Decoder Model
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Several model sizes are trained.



GPT-3 Model Architecture: Updates/Improvements
● Larger context window: 1024 → 2048 tokens

● Factorized attention
○ Locally-banded sparse attention: Tokens attend to sliding window

○ Dense attention: Tokens attend to all prior tokens in sequence

○ Allows local context and global information to propagate efficiently

● Full context use by concatenating documents and special 

delimiter tokens

● Linear schedules for batch size and learning rate
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Dense 
Attention

Sparse 
Attention



What is GPT-3 actually learning?
Data and scale are almost as important as the modeling approach itself.

“Models just want to learn”
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Objective to maximize Previous tokens Model paramsNext token

Note about tokens
4 tokens === 3 words
Tokens are created with byte-pair encoding.
Common combinations of bytes (e.g. words, “-ing”, etc.) are combined into tokens
Tokenization is reversible (non-lossy conversion)



Training Dataset
● Common Crawl: 1T words

● However, performance is left on the table without filtering:

○ Filter by similarity to high-quality reference corpora

○ Document-level fuzzy deduplication

○ 1T → 400B tokens

● Augment with high-quality reference corpora

○ WebText

○ Books1, Books2

○ Wikipedia
14



Training Dataset
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Weight is not proportional to dataset size!

GPT-4 and other models likely have a similar mix of even higher-quality 
datasets. (It is rumored that they trained on chess games, but filtered out ones 

with < 1700 ELO)

Table 2.2



Evaluation Method
● Sampling Procedure

○ Condition on K examples from the task’s training set

○ Natural language templates for prompt

● Multiple Choice
○ Compare normalized completion likelihood

● Free Form
○ Beam search used for text generation

○ F1 Similarity, BLEU, or exact match
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Language and Reasoning Datasets
LAMBADA is a set of questions and answers about text passages.

StoryCloze evaluates plausible story completions.

                   evaluates common-sense inference.
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Question Answering
TriviaQA, Natural Questions, WebQuestions

Note that these datasets sometimes offer open-book settings. GPT-3 answers 
correctly without looking at sources.
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Translation
GPT-3’s training set is 93% English, and 7% other languages.

Prior approaches: Pretraining on pairs of monolingual datasets.

Accuracy: +7 BLEU when providing examples in prompts. (Why does this happen, when GPT-3 clearly 
already knows how to translate? We explore this later!)
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Commonsense Reasoning
Attempts to capture grounded, physical reasoning.

Mixed Results.

Perhaps this is because common-sense text isn’t usually written; it’s assumed.
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Exploring Scaling Laws

Note log scale



Exploring Scaling Laws
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“Emergent properties”

Controversial whether these are real. 
Covered in a few weeks!



Revisiting GPT-3’s Main Claims
1. We can train excellent models with unlabeled data. But how will these work?

a. In-context learning and “prompt engineering”. ✅
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Revisiting GPT-3’s Main Claims
1. We can train excellent models with unlabeled data. But how will these work?

a. In-context learning and “prompt engineering”. ✅
2. Aggressive fine-tuning < Generalist model with in-context learning?

a. SOTA fine-tuned models still outperform pretrained foundation models. ❌
b. However, considering ease-of-inference, foundation models are faster. ✅

3. Favorable performance scaling laws with compute should persist
a. As compute increases, we experience general performance gains across all tasks. ✅

Vision: A single, reusable model that generalizes across domains.
GPT-3’s results, competitive with fine-tuned models, provides compelling evidence that 

data and compute can straightforwardly result in good foundation models. 26



Limitations
● Expensive compute, expensive data
● Hallucination and lack of reasoning
● Unidirectional
● Interpretability and mechanisms
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Additional Considerations
● General purpose models can be distilled
● “Not your weights, not your models”
● Potential for misuse, bias, empowerment of bad actors
● Internet data contamination: Increasingly difficult to extend knowledge cutoff

28



Agenda
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- (Brown et al.): GPT-3
- (Touvron et al.): Llama 2
- (Xie et al.): In-context Learning as Implicit Bayesian Inference
- (Min et al.): What Makes In-Context Learning Work?



How can pretrained foundation models be improved?

30https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


31Source: https://lifearchitect.ai/timeline/ 

08/2017 10/2018

BERT

02/2019 05/2020 08/2022 02/2023

Llama

07/2023

Llama 2

12/2023

https://lifearchitect.ai/timeline/


Llama 2: Open Foundation and Fine-Tuned Chat Models
- Overview
- Pre-training Methodology
- Fine-tuning Methodology
- Model Safety

32Image Source: https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/ 

https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/


Llama 2: Open Foundation and Fine-Tuned Chat Models
- Overview
- Pre-training Methodology
- Fine-tuning Methodology
- Model Safety

33Image Source: https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/ 

https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/


Llama 2: Overview
- Why create Llama 2?

- Closed “product” LLMs (e.g ChatGPT) perform much better than open sourced LLMs.
- Llama 2 is the first open sourced model that matches closed sourced models’ performance.

- Llama 2 is a family of pretrained and fine-tuned LLMs
- Llama 2

- Updated version of Llama 1, available in 7B, 13B, and 70B. (34B not released)
- Llama 2-chat

- Fine-tuned version of Llama 2, optimized for dialogue use.
- Main contribution

- Improved fine tuning methods and safety measures. 
- Focused on safety provides confidence for open-source release.

34



Llama 2: Overview
Allows commercial use for those with < 700 million MAU

- First truly open-source model of its caliber. Similar quality to ChatGPT.

35



Llama 2: Open Foundation and Fine-Tuned Chat Models
- Overview
- Pre-training Methodology
- Fine-tuning Methodology
- Model Safety

36Image Source: https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/ 

https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/


Llama 2: Pre-training Methodology
- Decoder-only transformer, like GPT models

- Changes:
- RMSNorm
- SwiGLU activation
- Rotary Position Embedding (RoPE)

- Data:
- Publicly available sources
- 2T tokens of data
- Context length: 4096

- Hardware
- ~2000 A100 with 80GB of VRAM.

37Image Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Pre-training Dataset
LLaMA 2 trained on publicly 
available data. Details are 
unavailable, so we infer based 
on LLaMA (v1).

Similar to GPT-3, some 
datasets are weighed more 
than others.

38Llama 1: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2302.13971.pdf 

Llama 1 Pre-training Data

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2302.13971.pdf


Problems in prior methods:

- Absolute positional encoding is 
simple, but may not generalize 
well in longer sequences.

- Relative positional bias (T5) is 
not efficient.

Solution:

- Apply rotation to word vector to 
encode rotation.

- Maintain both absolute and 
relative positional embeddings 
in a input sentence.

- We do not need to train 
custom parameters.

Llama 2: Rotary Positional Embeddings (RoPE)

39Source: Su et al., (2022) https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.09864.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2104.09864.pdf


Llama 2: Grouped-query Attention (GQA)
- 34B and 70B models used GQA for improved inference scalability.

40Source: Ainslie et al., 2023 https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.13245.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2305.13245.pdf


Llama 2: Pre-trained Results

41Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Pre-trained Results

42Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

- After pretraining, results are not as good as other proprietary, 
closed-source models.

- Llama-2 is still very competitive (only a pre-trained model)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Open Foundation and Fine-Tuned Chat Models
- Overview
- Pre-training Methodology
- Fine-tuning Methodology
- Model Safety

43Image Source: https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/ 

https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/


Llama 2: Fine-Tuning Methodology
- Overview
- Pre-training Methodology
- Fine-tuning Methodology

- Supervised fine-tuning (SFT)
- Reinforcement Learning with Human Feedback (RLHF)
- Iterative reward modeling
- Ghost Attention (GAtt)

- Model Safety

44Image Source: https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/ 

https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/


Llama 2: Fine-Tuning Methodology

45Image Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 
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https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/


Llama 2: Supervised Fine-Tuning (SFT) Methods 
LLaMA 2-Chat is a fine tuned version of the foundation model.

- Adapting a pre-trained LLM using labeled data.
- Concatenate all prompts and answer from the training set.
- Special token to separate prompts and answers.
- Autoregressive objective that applies only to answer tokens.

47

Prompt Answer

What is the color 
of an apple?

The color of 
an apple is 
red.

… …

Pre-trained Model

Predicted: What is the color of an apple? <special_token>Apple is a fruit that has …

Database

Actual: What is the color of an apple? <special_token>The color of an apple is red.

Compute loss 
and 
Backpropagate.



Llama 2: SFT Data
Publicly available instruction tuning data had insufficient diversity, so they 
collected fewer, higher-quality, dialog-centric samples. Results improved.

48Public Data     Internal Data

Chung et al., 2022 https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.11416.pdf Touvron et al., 2023 https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf  

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2210.11416.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Is SFT Enough?
Problems:

● SFT is expensive: Experts must supply labels.
● Supervised learning penalizes inexact answers, even if permissible.

Solution:

● Reinforcement Learning with Human Feedback (RLHF)
○ Preference-based annotation using self-supervised methods
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Llama 2: Fine-Tuning Methodology
- Overview
- Pre-training Methodology
- Fine-tuning Methodology

- Supervised fine-tuning (SFT)
- Reinforcement Learning with Human Feedback (RLHF)
- Iterative reward modeling
- Ghost Attention (GAtt)

- Model Safety

50Image Source: https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/ 

https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/


Llama 2: RLHF: Human Preference Data Collection
- Binary comparison
- Procedure: 

- Annotators write a prompt, then choose between two sampled model responses.
- Annotators also label response as significantly better, better, slightly better, or unsure. 

- Each instance of collection is either focused on safety or helpfulness.

51

Certainly! To find 
the derivative of 
2x^2 + 9x + 2 
without using formal 
calculus methods, 
we can use the 
basic principles of 
power rules for 
differentiation. The 
power rule states 
that the derivative 
……….

The derivative of 
the function 2x^2 + 
9x + 2 is 4x+9.What is the 

derivative of 
2x^2+9x+2? Model A: Model B: 

Model A is much 
more helpful!



Llama 2: RLHF: Reward Modeling (RM)
- Goal: Predict human 

preference scores.
- Input: Model response and 

prompt.
- Output: Scalar score for 

quality (helpfulness, safety).
- Two RMs: Helpfulness RM, 

Safety RM.
- Architecture: Identical to 

pretrained models, but with 
regression head instead of 
classification head.

52Image Source: https://cameronrwolfe.substack.com/p/the-story-of-rlhf-origins-motivations 

https://cameronrwolfe.substack.com/p/the-story-of-rlhf-origins-motivations


Llama 2: RLHF: RM Training Objectives

531: Ouyang et al., (2022) https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.02155.pdf 

- Binary Ranking Loss1: 

                           is the scalar score output for prompt 𝑥 and completion 𝑦 with model weights 𝜃.

                is the chosen response from annotators,

                is the rejected response.

   is a discrete function of preference rating.

- Enforce chosen response to have higher score than its counterpart.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.02155.pdf


Llama 2: Fine-Tuning Methodology
- Overview
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54Image Source: https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/ 

https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/


Llama 2: Iterative Fine-Tuning

551: PPO: https://openai.com/research/openai-baselines-ppo 

RLHF is then applied iteratively.

- Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO)[1]: a RL algorithm
- Rejection Sampling fine-tuning: sample K outputs from the model, select 

best candidate based on reward model
- Only the best candidate (prompt-response pair) is fed to PPO.

https://openai.com/research/openai-baselines-ppo


Llama 2: Iterative Fine-Tuning: Rejection Sampling

56Image Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

- Sample K outputs from the model, 
select best candidate based on 
reward model

- Can be combined with PPO
- Generating multiple samples in 

this manner can drastically 
increase the maximum reward of 
sample.

- Explores output space randomly
- Perform SFT or PPO using 

samples with highest reward.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Iterative Fine-Tuning: PPO

57Image Source: https://github.com/huggingface/trl 

https://github.com/huggingface/trl


Llama 2: Fine-Tuning Methodology
- Overview
- Pre-training Methodology
- Fine-tuning Methodology

- Supervised fine-tuning (SFT)
- Reinforcement Learning with Human Feedback (RLHF)
- Iterative reward modeling
- Ghost Attention (GAtt)

- Model Safety

58Image Source: https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/ 

https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/


Llama 2: Ghost Attention

59Image Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Fine-Tuning Results

60Image Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Fine-Tuning Results

61Image Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Fine-Tuning Results

62Image Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Model Safety
- Overview
- Pre-training Methodology
- Fine-tuning Methodology
- Model Safety

63Image Source: https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/ 

https://ai.meta.com/resources/models-and-libraries/llama/


Llama 2: Safety in Pretraining

64Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

- Release pretrained data information such as demographic representations for transparency.
- Unaddressed potential concern:

- Imbalanced representation could bias model outputs.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Safety in Fine-Tuning: Adversarial Samples

65Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

- Gather adversarial prompts and safe demonstrations in the SFT training set.
- Essentially probes for edge cases.
- Annotator writes both the prompt and the response in adversarial samples.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Safety in RLHF

66Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

RLHF safety measures:

- Safety RM uses human 
preference data to train.

- Reuse the adversarial 
prompts when training 
safety RM.

Helpfulness remains intact 
after safety tuning with RLHF.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Safety in RLHF: Results

67Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

Model refuses to empower 
illegal activity after safety 
RLHF.

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Safety Evaluation

68Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Safety Evaluation

69Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Llama 2: Limitations

70

- Llama 2-Chat predominantly 
concentrated on English data.

- Other language has limited proficiency.
- Llama 2 may generate harmful, 

offensive, or biased content due to its 
training on publicly available online 
datasets.

- Safety tuning goes too far.
- User may observe that the model is overly 

cautious in certain situations.

Image Source: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2307.09288.pdf


Agenda
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- (Brown et al.): GPT-3
- (Touvron et al.): Llama 2
- (Xie et al.): In-context Learning as Implicit Bayesian Inference
- (Min et al.): What Makes In-Context Learning Work?



What is In-Context Learning, and Are Models Truly 
Learning at Test Time?

72https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.02080.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2111.02080.pdf


Overview: What is this paper?
● Not a new model or approach

● Makes a mathematical proof for in-context learning

● Suggests that language models infer the current task and chooses future 
tokens accordingly

● In-context learning is potentially an artifact of the training dataset rather than 
the modeling approach

73



History and Background

● First popularized in GPT-3 paper.

● User provide input-output pairs to 
demonstrate a task, model predicts 
next token based on prompt history.

74Source: https://ai.stanford.edu/blog/understanding-incontext/ 

https://ai.stanford.edu/blog/understanding-incontext/


Example of In-Context Learning

75

Source: OpenAI

When it is difficult to describe a task 
explicitly, providing examples of 
what we want can help a model 
generate better results.

There are implicit instructions here, 
encoded by the responses we place in 
the history.

The implicit task is parameterized by θ* 
in this paper, and it dictates how and 
what text should be generated.

X

Y

Xtest

Notation.

https://platform.openai.com/docs/guides/prompt-engineering/strategy-write-clear-instructions


Why study In-Context Learning?
● Unlike conventional ML, there is no optimization of any parameters.

○ Meta-Learning also does this. It creates models that learn from examples. However, that’s 
exactly what meta-learning is trained on.

● Mismatch between pre-training and in-context learning

○ Pre-training objective: next token prediction.

○ In-context learning: learn from examples. How?????

76



Hidden Markov Processes in Text Prediction
Hidden Markov Processes model text. We think to ourselves, silently, before we write. We could think 

of this as our hidden state. Similarly, any given document has an implicit topic.

77

“describe sky: 
write subject”

“describe sky: 
write verb”

“describe sky: 
write object”

sky      is        blue ✅

“describe apple: 
write subject”

“describe apple: 
write verb”

“describe apple: 
write object”

apple      is        red ✅

Another example
The way you write when you’re messaging a 
friend is different from the way you write a 
research report. This “style switch” is a hidden 
variable. 

We can infer the implicit 
objective of the environment 
based on observations.



Text Prediction as Task Recognition

78

Hypothesis: Language models are 
recognizing previously-seen tasks 
rather than learning to recognize 
patterns on-the-fly.

(1) Inferring θ*, the task (nationality 
instead of profession, etc.)

(2) Continuing the pattern instead of 
inserting an unrelated word

Step 1Step 2



Reformulating Inference

79

x: Question
y: Answer
Sn: Examples

Steps are omitted here.

Marginalize

Implies that language model inference is EQUIVALENT to sampling 
from a superposition of tasks. (Massive multi-task learning!)

“Outputs reflect as if model were only trained for 
task X”

Weights of the combination



Proving

80

Recall

x            y Can approximate this as a sequence of independent events:
p(Oi | Theta), where Oi = ([odelim

i,] xi, yi)

Joint distribution of independent eventsProportional to task weight in 
superposition

Joint distribution of independent events

When context clues align, models make stronger 
assumptions about which task is being performed.



In-Context Learning as Bayesian Inference

81

rn(θ) – relative likelihood of task

 Row θ = Fix typo θ = Translate θ = Solve math

1 0.33 0.33 0.33

2 0.66 0.20 0.14

3 0.90 0.08 0.02

4 0.95 0.04 0.01

5 0.98 0.02 0.00

6 0.99 0.00 0.00

As examples are 
shown, model 
reweights internal 
assumption for which 
task is being 
performed.

As the task is a 
hidden state, this is a 
form of Bayesian 
inference.



Testing the Theory: Synthetic Dataset

82

The paper generates a synthetic dataset (GINC):

● Synthetic (non-human-readable) sequences of 1M+ tokens 

generated by a mixture of HMMs

● Randomly-generated vocabulary of entities (e.g. entity 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5) and properties (e.g. property 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

● Hidden Markov models generate consistent input → label 

pairs

● Meant to resemble different knowledge retrieval tasks



Testing the Theory: Modeling Approaches

83

 Transformers: GPT-2 architecture with 4, 12, 16 layers. Trained with 1000-step 
linear warmup and 5 epochs.

LSTMs: 6 layers, 768 dimensions.

● Maintain a hidden state which generates tokens and gets updated 
recursively, like a trainable Hidden Markov Model.



Testing the Theory

84

In-context learning occurs when the training 
dataset is a combination of HMMs.

Accuracy improves with:
● Number of examples provided
● Model size
● Using LSTMs instead of Transformers*

*1 LSTMs have an explicit representation for hidden state, 
which aligns nicely with the hidden Markov Model 
approach.

*2 Transformers have been the practical state-of-the-art, but 
will this always be the case? Mamba (Gu and Dao, 2023) is 
a GPU-accelerated recurrent neural network that is 
competitive with larger transformers and trains quickly.



Ablation Study

85

Pretraining with only one concept Pretraining with random transitions Evaluating with unseen concepts

Possible conclusion: LSTMs and transformers do not 
extrapolate outside of their training set or combinations of the 
knowledge therein.



Key Takeaways

86

● In-context learning emerges when text is modeled as HMM

● In-context learning does not generalize to novel tasks

○ It is the ability to recognize abstract patterns in the training set

Limitations: Paper does not interact with true natural language, and 
therefore the Hidden Markov Model cannot definitively model all real-world 
data



Agenda
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- (Brown et al.): GPT-3
- (Touvron et al.): Llama 2
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Rethinking the Role of Demonstrations: What Makes 
In-Context Learning Work?

88https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.12837 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.12837


Overview and Main Claims
● Systematically removes features of in-context learning to test what is 

necessary
● Tests with real-life models, on real-life benchmarks
● Counterintuitive results
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Previous Paper This Paper

Goal Provide mathematical 
hypothesis

Quantify and ablate existing 
approaches

Dataset Synthetic Real-life benchmarks

Models Toy models 774M → 175B pretrained



Experiments: Modeling Approaches
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● MetaICL: Initialized from 
GPT-2 Large, and fine-tuned 
for in-context learning.

● GPT-2 Large: A precursor to 
GPT-3 by OpenAI

● GPT-J: Similar to GPT-3
● fairseq: Largest 

publicly-released dense LM



Experiments: Inference Methods

Direct inference: Predicting target tokens as output of decoder head

Channel inference: Computing conditional probability of input given 
output

Calculates class label as

with Bayes rule.

During inference, effectively calculates

Samples k=16 examples for prompt.
91

Irrelevant in argmax

Assumed 1/|C|

P(positive | “15% 

increase…)

P(“15% increase” | 

positive)



Experiments: Evaluation Data and Prompt Formatting
Evaluated on 26 datasets, all classification or multiple-choice.

● Classification is evaluated with Macro-F1 score
● Multiple choice questions are evaluated by accuracy
● Minimal prompt templating; sentence-delimiter-label for sequence of 

examples
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Three Test Scenarios
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Correct labels:
Instructions: Infer whether the sentence is positive or negative.

“I did not like this movie” → Negative

“Excellent story, great effects…” → Positive

[New input] → ???

No demonstrations:
Instructions: Infer whether the sentence is positive or negative.

[New input] → ???

Random labels:
Instructions: Infer whether the sentence is positive or negative.

“I did not like this movie” → positive

“Excellent story, great effects…” → positive

[New input] → ???



Three Test Scenarios: Prediction
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Correct labels:
Instructions: Infer whether the sentence is positive or negative.

“I did not like this movie” → Negative

“Excellent story, great effects…” → Positive

[New input] → ???

No demonstrations:
Instructions: Infer whether the sentence is positive or negative.

[New input] → ???

Random labels:
Instructions: Infer whether the sentence is positive or negative.

“I did not like this movie” → positive

“Excellent story, great effects…” → positive

[New input] → ???

Best → Worst?



Three Test Scenarios: Observed
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Correct labels:
Instructions: Infer whether the sentence is positive or negative.

“I did not like this movie” → Negative

“Excellent story, great effects…” → Positive

[New input] → ???

Random labels:
Instructions: Infer whether the sentence is positive or negative.

“I did not like this movie” → positive

“Excellent story, great effects…” → positive

[New input] → ???

No demonstrations:
Instructions: Infer whether the sentence is positive or negative.

[New input] → ???

Best → Worst.



Three Test Scenarios
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Correct labels:
Instructions: Infer whether the sentence is positive or negative.

“I did not like this movie” → Negative

“Excellent story, great effects…” → Positive

[New input] → ???

Random labels:
Instructions: Infer whether the sentence is positive or negative.

“I did not like this movie” → positive

“Excellent story, great effects…” → positive

[New input] → ???

No labels:
Instructions: Infer whether the sentence is positive or negative.

[New input] → ???

Random Labels > No Demos?



A Surprising Result
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Instructions: Infer whether the sentence is positive or negative.

“I did not like this movie” → Negative

“Excellent story, great effects…” → Positive

[New input] → ???

This paper suggests that including incorrect labels is better than omitting 
them when evaluating on unseen data.

This suggests that models recover input → label correspondence, but 
NOT because of the pairings in the demonstrations.



Ablations
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Proportion of correct vs. incorrect

In all cases (even 0% correct), it is preferable to use some labels instead of no labels.



Ablations
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Consistency with varying numbers of examples (k)

Trends are similar between gold and random cases.



Further Experimentation: Distribution of Input Text
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Further Experimentation: Distribution of Label Space
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Further Experimentation: Demos without labels and/or inputs
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Summary of Results
1. Correctness of labels matters little
2. Input space significantly affects performance

a. Except Direct MetaICL
3. Label space significantly affects performance

a. Except Channel models, which use labels as an input
4. Removing input-label pairing significantly affects performance

These results were mostly amplified for MetaICL.
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Summary of Results
1. Correctness of labels matters little
2. Input space significantly affects performance

a. Except Direct MetaICL
3. Label space significantly affects performance

a. Except Channel models, which use labels as an input
4. Removing input-label pairing significantly affects performance

These results were mostly amplified for MetaICL.

Suggests that models recognize their current task based on the input and 
label spaces, rather than conditioning on the exact mapping made.
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Limitations
● Performance varied between datasets.
● Other papers indicate that sophisticated tasks require correct labels.

○ For example, multi-step reasoning

Requires evaluation on more complex tasks (such as text generation tests rather 
than NLU)
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Final Thoughts: Can Models Truly “Learn” At Test Time?
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These two papers suggest no. But it is still useful!

This is surprising because we expected better performance to come from correct prompt 
examples.



Final Thoughts: Can Models Truly “Learn” At Test Time?
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These two papers suggest no. But it is still useful!

This is surprising because we expected better performance to come from correct prompt 
examples.

With this formulation, models simply recognize subtle context clues.
● Under HMM hypothesis, examples give model confidence on current task
● Provides method to recover existing knowledge or patterns
● While they do not learn new skills, adaptation to context or task at-hand could still 

be considered broader form of learning

Instruction fine-tuning complements in-context learning soon.
Practical meaning: in-context boosts result from heavy pretraining



Agenda
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- (Brown et al.): GPT-3 ✅
- (Touvron et al.): Llama 2 ✅
- (Xie et al.): In-context Learning as Implicit Bayesian Inference ✅
- (Min et al.): What Makes In-Context Learning Work? ✅



Final Conclusion
● What are pretrained foundation models?

○ GPT-3, Llama 2
● How can pretrained foundation models be improved?

○ Supervised Fine-Tuning and RLHF
● What is in-context learning, and are models truly learning at test-time?

○ ICL is when a model learns the context provided in the input without gradient updates.
○ Models cannot truly learn at test-time, but still provides useful information.
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